
Company Overview

Sizzle has built deep AI to analyze gaming and esports streams and automatically create
highlights.  We do this by analyzing the video, audio and chat of Twitch and YouTube
streams, all in real-time, to determine the best moments and auto-clip the highlights. In
addition, we have patented technology to personalize the highlights to millions or billions of
fans, all without creating any new video.  Sizzle's customers include thousands of
streamers, big esports leagues such as PUBG Esports, and even platforms such as Twitch.

Problem

Millions of gaming streamers and thousands of esports leagues and tournament organizers
all struggle with creating short form content for social media.  Gaming and esports streams
can take hours, and finding the best moments to post has been a very manual process. 
99% of the streamers don't have the money to pay video editors, or the time to do it
themselves; so they simply don't do a good job maintaining their social content and keeping
their audience engaged.

Highlights

In 2022, after raising a seed round of $5M, we advanced our AI to work in real-time, and
across most of the popular streaming and esports games.  At TwitchCon in October 2022,
we crunched live highlights for 60 top Fortnite streamers competing on stage. We also
signed up thousands of streamers on our platform and crunch their highlights on a daily
basis.

Prior to that, we raised a $1M pre-seed round in 2020, and also got our patent granted for
the ability to personalize highlights to millions of fans without creating any new video.

Go-To-Market Strategy

We are active within gaming communities, which is where we drive awareness to gamers
and streamers.  We also do some influencer marketing to spread the word.

For esports teams and leagues, we drive awareness through PR, networking events, and
direct outreach.

What Makes Us Special

Our competitive advantage is multi-fold:
 

Real Time AI -- We are the only gaming highlights provider that can crunch highlights in
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Sizzle.gg
Sizzle.gg has built deep AI to automatically create gaming and esports highlights in real time,
directly from Twitch and YouTube streams.

          

https://facebook.com/sizzle.gg
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sizzle-highlights
https://twitter.com/sizzlegg
mailto:vijay@sizzle.gg
https://www.sizzle.gg
https://sparkxyz.io/projects/631/Sizzle-gg/


real time
Personalization - We have a patent that allows us to personalize highlights to millions or
billions of fans, all without creating any new video
No software -- We pull directly from Twitch and YouTube, so there is no software on the
streamer's or esports players' PC.
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